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2021 was another complex and challenging year
for our state, our nation, and our world. At the

CARMEN DERBY
Board Chair & Benefit
Director

and we’ve taken this time to continue what works, to focus

Brattleboro Savings & Loan is a B Corporation
because, from our very beginning, our mission has
been to bring benefit to all we do for our customers,
employees, community, and environment. These

on what we can positively impact, and to accept what is

intentions and this mission have guided us through challenging

out of our control.

times for over 100 years and we remain Vermont Strong today

same time, we believe that challenges are opportunities

We have put a lot of focus and intention on how well we
represent the communities we serve. Representation mat-

because we are committed to doing good while we continue to
do well.

ters and, as an employer and provider of services, we want

This is our first condensed report and we hope you like it. Here

to make sure that all are welcomed and served. To put this

are some things we’re proud to point out:

idea into action, we have taken some important steps:
• 100% of our employees are paid a living wage according
to B Corp standards.
• Our Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion taskforce will guide us to
better practices.
• In 2022, over 60% of our independent board, and 80% of
board officers, are women; including our board chair who
is herself a woman of color.
These are small steps, but they are vital steps. Though
Vermont is not the most diverse state, it doesn’t absolve
us from making every effort to model what representation
and fairness look like in all we do. Thank you for your trust
in us as your community bank.
Best,

President & CEO
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• Our employees have given over 700 volunteer hours to
their community.
• 93% of our customers are local—your neighbors and
fellow Vermonters.
• 62% of BS&L’s management team is female, the national
average is 22%.
• Solar power accounts for over 80% of the energy our
branches use.
We are committed to doing good because these are the values
we were built on. We hope you enjoy this 2021 impact report and
we’re happy to hear from you if you have any questions or ideas.
Thanks for all you do to bring good into our communities and
our world.
Best,

Board Chair & Benefit Director
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“Mutual savings banks were
started to provide benefit
to a given group of people –
the local community.”

CORPORATE
RESPONSIBILITY
How matters in all we do

- TO M M A R TYN , E X E C U TIV E V P & C O O /C F O

Not all organizations are created equal, and that is
even more true when we consider the role of banks
in our lives, communities, and economies. BS&L is a
community bank with an intentionally “For Benefit”
structure. That means that we are set up to benefit the
people and communities where we do business. This
matters, because it makes our decisions easier knowing
they are based on “What is going to be of greatest
benefit?” This isn’t a common question in today’s
money above all corporate mentality, but it’s exactly
the values of our customers and communities.
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“The goal of a community bank
is to benefit the community.”
- DA N YATES , P RESID EN T & CEO

OUR COMMUNITY
People who grow together
A community is more than a place, we’re a people. We are
defined by a shared context that holds us together—sometimes tightly, sometimes loosely. The fiercely independent
communities of southeastern Vermont are held tightly
through bonds of compassion, hard work, and helping
each other. BS&L has been a part of this region for only a
bit less than half the time that there has been a Vermont.
We didn’t come to bring these values; these values
made us. That’s why we hold our communities so close
and with such care.
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Since 2009, we have loaned over half a billion dollars of our
depositors’ money back into our local economy.

“We obviously want to turn a
profit, but it’s critical to us that
we do so in an environmentally
sustainable way that contributes
to our community.”
- MA R K TA R M Y, V E R M O N T P L ANK F LO O R I NG

OUR CUSTOMERS
Doing good is good business
As a community bank with an intentionally
“For Benefit” structure, we are here to benefit the
people and communities where we do business.
This is an uncommon approach, but it reflects
the values of the people we serve. This is why
we’re a B Corp™.
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MORTGAGE CUSTOMERS
FROM OUR COMMUNITY
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“We live and work here, and
making a positive difference is
how we measure success.”

OUR WORKERS
Neighbors who help each other

- K A R E N FO R TIE R , BR A N C H M ANAG ER

People matter, and as an organization and
employer, we know that we are exactly and
beautifully the sum of these people, these
neighbors, these lives. This inspires us to provide
opportunities for our coworkers to grow into the
best versions of themselves within our work,
while also allowing them time to express their
civic engagement and community service for the
betterment of all.
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“Being a B Corp™ holds us accountable
for our own actions. We’re focused on
our environmental impact, helping
each other and our community.”
- N IC K S TUA R T, S TA FF AC CO U NTANT

OUR ENVIRONMENT
The place we all share
It might be easier to ignore the vitality and importance
of the environment in other parts of the world, but here
in Vermont, there’s no way to miss its beauty, power, and
connection to people. It’s not easy to live here sometimes.
We have extreme winters some years and natural disasters
have found their way to us pretty regularly. Vermonters
know that you underestimate nature at your peril. So too,
must we make sure that we are being good stewards of this
land, air, and water. As an organization, BS&L has pushed
itself to be a better steward of our Vermont every year.
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B KEEPERS
People having a positive impact
Our B Keepers committee was formed
in December of 2018 to help the bank
grow and maintain our status as a
Certified B Corporation®.
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